
Year 3 Autumn 1 Home Learning Tasks: This term our topic is ‘Where can we go from here?’’. We will be learning about the UK and its countries, Devon and its cities and Ivybridge. We will also 

be looking at ‘Forces’ in science and The Creation Story in our RE learning.  Our English will start a new scheme of ‘Literacy and Language’ where the homework is set for each week. Please see 

in the grids below what your child will need to complete each week. For maths your child has been put into specific maths groups to support their learning this year. Please see highlighted in 

the grid below which work your child will be doing each week. Your child will need to have access to their Times Tables Rockstars log in details to practise their times tables. Please see their 

class teacher if you need these again. Each week there is an optional topic learning grid for your child to choose from. We ask that you read with your child everyday to keep up with their 

progress in school. Our PE days will be Mondays and Wednesdays this term, please send your child in with a named PE kit to leave in school which will be sent home each half term.  

Week 

Number 

Maths Literacy and Language Topic Reading 

Weeks 1 and 2 
Mrs Sweeney’s Group - practise Times tables 

2,5,10 

 

Mrs Pearce’s Group - Recap 2, 5 and 10 times 

tables and practise 3, 4 and 8 times tables.  

Please read the tips on how to use this 

book on page 3 with your child. This 

book will need to be sent to school every 

day so your child’s teacher can mark it. 

Please complete  

Unit 1 Homework 1  

Unit 1 Homework 2  

Write a list of all the places you 

have visited in Devon.  

         OR 

Draw a picture of a digital device 

and write about how it works. 

Please could you continue to read with 

your grown up at home. You can quiz 

on your books at home and are allowed 

to quiz with your book open. 

 

RWI - please read with your grown up 

and log into oxford owl to complete 

your phonics tasks.   

Weeks 3 and 4 
Mrs. Sweeney’s Group - Please practise making 10 

in as many different ways as you can. Children 

can use pasta shells, buttons or objects to help 

them count.  

 

Mrs Pearce’s Group - Please practise making 

number bonds to 100 in as many different ways 

as you can.  

Please complete  

Unit 1 Homework 3  

Unit 2 Homework 1.  

Have a go at helping Jack, Sam 

and Jo on their mission to tidy up 

the planet in this game called 

‘Junkateers’ 

Type in google - Junkateers 

bitesize BBC game 

Please could you continue to read with 

your grown up at home. You can quiz 

on your books at home and are allowed 

to quiz with your book open. 

 

RWI- please read with your grown up 

and log into oxford owl to complete 

your phonics tasks.  

Weeks 5 and 6 
Mrs. Sweeney’s Group - Practise times tables 

2,5 and 10 

 

Mrs Pearce’s Group - Practise 3, 4 and 8 

times tables 

 

Please complete  

Unit 2 Homework 2  

Unit 2 Homework 3 

Use an atlas to find the world map, 

spot the continents and list the 

countries you can find in them  

          OR 

Research interesting facts about the 

world, its continents and oceans which 

you have been learning about. 

Please could you continue to read with 

your grown up at home. You can quiz 

on your books at home and are allowed 

to quiz with your book open. 

 

RWI - please read with your grown up 

and log into oxford owl to complete 

your phonics tasks.   

 


